
Subject: EKT Idiocy...
Posted by LeminLyme on Sat, 01 Dec 2007 19:05:40 GMT
View Forum Message <> Reply to Message

Ok so me and a bunch of EKT people and M0nKeyZ/[BBF]Ryan are in a bit of a debate over a
really stupid thing, but we want a more abroad opinion on the situation, and request no noobs
orun-expeirienced players post here, for it will annoy us greatly. Ok so Ryan posted on EKT
forums asking what was with his ren or something, just a small technical problem asking for
opinions, advice, and maybe help, and a certain thing was noticed... This thing was suspicious,
but we're guessing has a reasonable explanation. Here are teh screen shots that he posted with
the topic, see if there's somethign wrong there. 

If your a little abesnt minded, the last one has 999 ammo. The point of this debate, is this: Is that a
glitch, a hack, or an edited screen shot. I believe it's a glitch, notice the point of this is his ren's
being glitchy and laggy, and also he was reloading as that ss was taken. Also, the points for all
people stayed the same. This is something that noone i know could edit to make, given the
background's detail. Because first they'd have to edit the text out, which is the part i don't know
anyone who could do without leaving some error in the making, and copying and pasting text on
perfectly, with the money changing still. It's just not done, especially by Ryan. So that's the story,
we want to point out one final thing, if the ammo is edited so it's a hack, then we have a new
graphics artist in the community, and if the points are too, we have a new GFX genius... 

PS. There's no option of an on/off switch for infinite ammo, and also proof it wasn't hacks or edited
screenies, is that he posted them on the forum. If he edited the first two, and posted three, then
that doens't make sense, noone's THAT stupid, least not a player as good as ryan. I want
contribution, so i have the right to tell EKT to shove it somewhere it shouldn't be shoved once this
is over.
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